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Abstract. In this paper it is shown that two-dimensional cellular automata with Von Neumann neigh-

borhoods are not suitable for cryptographic purposes. This result is obtained after analyzing the most

important cryptographic properties of boolean functions defining their local transition rules
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1. Introduction and Preliminaries

Cellular automata are simple models of computation in which time and space are discrete.

They are formed by a finite set of memory units called cells which are endowed with a state

(0 or 1) at each time step. These states change according to a local transition rule whose

variables are the states of the neighbor cells at the previous time step [see 14].

Despite its simplicity, cellular automata are able to simulate several types of complex phe-

nomena. Thus, a lot of works have been appeared in scientific literature proposing models
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based on cellular automata to simulate the spread of forest fires or epidemics, the behavior

of traffic flow, growth phenomena, reaction-diffusion processes, image processing algorithms,

etc. Specially interesting cellular automata applications are those related to cryptography:

secret key and public key cryptosystems have been proposed [see, for example, 1, 3, 10], and

also hash functions and secret sharing schemes have been designed [see, for example, 7, 8].

Most of cryptographic protocols use one-dimensional cellular automata, i.e. the cells are

arranged in a line as a string of binary values. This is due to the data managed through

computer devices (text files, voice files, image files, etc.) is represented by sequences of bits.

However, it is sometimes necessary to handle data which is given in a two-dimensional format

(for example two-dimensional codes: QR code, PDF 417, Datamatrix codes, MaxiCode, etc.).

In this regard, two-dimensional cellular automata (the cells are arranged in the form of an

homogeneous two-dimensional lattice) must be used. Unfortunately, although some two-

dimensional cellular automata-based cryptographic protocols for digital images have been

proposed, to date any study of their cryptographic properties has been done. In the case of

elementary cellular automata (whose local transition functions are defined by means of 3-

variable boolean functions), the analysis has been done and, unfortunately, there is not any

elementary cellular automata with good cryptographic properties [see 6].

As a consequence, this work aims to study and classify the two-dimensional cellular au-

tomata with Von Neumann neighborhoods according to its cryptographic use. Specifically,

as local transition functions of two-dimensional cellular automata are boolean functions, the

most important cryptographic properties of such boolean functions will be explored.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the basic theory of boolean

functions is introduced; the mathematical background on two-dimensional cellular automata

is shown in section 3; the main cryptographic properties that must satisfy a cryptographic

boolean function are shown in section 4; in section 5 we test these properties for the local

transition functions of two-dimensional cellular automata; finally, the discussion is presented

in section 6.

2. Boolean functions

Let Fn
2 be the n-dimensional vector space over the Galois field F2 = {0,1}. The functions

of the form f : Fn
2 → F2 are called boolean functions, and the set of all n-variable boolean

functions is denoted by BF n being its cardinal
��BF n

�� = 22n
. The Hamming weight of

a vector x =
�

x1, x2, . . . , xn
�
∈ Fn

2 is the number of its non-zero coordinates whereas the

Hamming weight of an n-variable boolean function f is defined as

wH
�

f
�
=

���
¦

x ∈ Fn
2 such that f (x) 6= 0

©��� , (1)

that is, it is the cardinal of its support. Furthermore, the Hamming distance between two

boolean functions f , g ∈BF n is dH
�

f , g
�
= wH
�

f ⊕ g
�
, where
�

f ⊕ g
�
(x) = f (x)⊕ g (x).

The usual representation of a boolean function f is by means of its Algebraic Normal Form

(ANF for short), which is the n-variable polynomial representation over F2, that is:
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f
�

x1, . . . , xn
�
=
⊕

1≤k≤n
1≤i1,i2,...,ik≤n

ai1 i2...ik · x i1 · x i2 · . . . · x ik , (2)

where ai1...ik ∈ F2. The degree of the ANF is the algebraic degree of the function. The simplest

boolean functions considering their ANF are the affine functions: f
�

x1, . . . , xn
�
= a1 x1 ⊕

a2 x2 ⊕ . . .⊕ an xn ⊕ a0, where a0, a1, . . . , an ∈ F2. When a0 = 0, we have the linear functions

and they are denoted by la (x) with a =
�
a1, . . . , an
�
∈ Fn

2.

The Walsh transform of an n-boolean function f is the pseudo-boolean function f̂ such

that

f̂ : Fn
2 → R (3)

u 7→ f̂ (u) =
∑
x∈Fn

2

(−1)x•u f (x)

where x • u stands for the usual inner product. Note that

f̂ (0) =
∑
x∈Fn

2

(−1)x•0 f (x) =
∑
x∈Fn

2

f (x) = wH
�

f
�

, (4)

and, as a consequence, dH
�

f , g
�
= wH
�

f ⊕ g
�
=Û� f + g
�
(0).

The derivative of the n-variable boolean function f with respect to b ∈ Fn
2 is the following

boolean function:

Db f : Fn
2 → F2 (5)

x 7→ Db f (x) = f (x)⊕ f (x ⊕ b)

The linear kernel of f is denoted by LK
�

f
�

and it is defined as the following subspace of

F
n
2:

LK
�

f
�
=
¦

b ∈ Fn
2 such that Db f is a constant function

©
. (6)

Every element b ∈ LK
�

f
�

is called linear structure of f .

As is well known, boolean functions play an important role in symmetric cryptography

[see, for example 9, and references therein]. The cryptographic usefulness of boolean func-

tions is measured by some cryptographic characteristics. The most important of these prop-

erties are the following: high algebraic degree, balancedness, high non-linearity, resiliency,

higher-order propagation criteria and the non-existence of nonzero linear structures. In order

to resist modern cryptanalytic attacks (based on linear approximation and differential char-

acteristics), highly nonlinear boolean functions with good propagation criteria and less linear

structure are basically needed.

3. Two-dimensional Cellular Automata

Two-dimensional cellular automata (CA for short) are finite state machines consisting of

r × c cells which are uniformly arranged on a finite two-dimensional lattice. Each cell can
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assume two states (0 or 1) and it changes synchronously in discrete steps of time according

to a local transition function f . In this regard, the state of each cell at time t + 1 depends on

the states of the its neighbor cells at time t. Then, if st
i j is the state of the

�
i, j
�
-th cell at time

t + 1, then:

st+1
i j = f
�

st
i−1, j , s

t
i, j−1, st

i j , s
t
i, j+1, st

i+1, j

�
∈ F2. (7)

Note that in this work Von Neumann neighborhoods are considered, that is, the neighborhood

of each cell is formed by its four nearest cells placed at north, south, east and west.

As the number of cells is finite, it is necessary to establish some type of boundary condi-

tions. Usually one considers periodic boundary conditions (in topological terms, the lattice

can be thought of as being mapped onto a three-dimensional torus) or null boundary condi-

tions (the cells beyond each end are modified to maintain state 0 at every step of time).

Note that the local transition function

f : F4
2 → F2 (8)�

st
i−1, j , s

t
i, j−1, st

i, j+1, st
i+1, j

�
7−→ st+1

i j = f
�

st
i−1, j , s

t
i, j−1, st

i, j+1, st
i+1, j

�

is a 4-variable boolean function. Consequently, there exists 224

= 216 = 65,536 bidimensional

cellular automata with Von Neumann neighborhoods. As the ANF of such CA is:

f
�

st
i−1, j , s

t
i, j−1, st

i, j+1, st
i+1, j

�
= λ0 ⊕λ1st

i−1, j ⊕λ2st
i, j−1 ⊕λ3st

i, j+1 ⊕λ4st
i+1, j (9)

⊕λ5st
i−1, js

t
i, j−1 ⊕λ6st

i−1, js
t
i, j+1 ⊕λ7st

i−1, js
t
i+1, j

⊕λ8st
i, j−1st

i, j+1 ⊕λ9st
i, j−1st

i+1, j ⊕λ10st
i, j+1st

i+1, j

⊕λ11st
i−1, js

t
i, j−1st

i, j+1 ⊕λ12st
i−1, js

t
i, j−1st

i+1, j

⊕λ13st
i−1, js

t
i, j+1st

i+1, j ⊕λ14st
i, j−1st

i, j+1st
i+1, j

⊕λ15st
i−1, js

t
i, j−1st

i, j+1st
i+1, j ,

then the CA can be indexed by the following rule number:

w =
15∑

k=0

λk2k. (10)

4. The Cryptographic Properties of Boolean Functions

As is mentioned in the Introduction, the suitable boolean functions for cryptographic uses

must satisfy some properties. In this sense the most important cryptographic criteria for

boolean functions are the algebraic degree, the balancedness, the resiliency, the nonlinearity,

the propagation criterion and the non-existence of nonzero linear structures. Obviously, all of

these characteristics cannot be optimum at the same time and consequently trade-offs must

be taken into account. In what follows, we describe the mentioned properties:
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The Algebraic Degree Cryptographic n-variable boolean functions must have high algebraic

degrees since otherwise the cryptographic protocols can be successfully cryptanalyzed [see,

for example, 5, 4, 12]. Nevertheless, we have to take into account that the n-variable boolean

functions with algebraic degrees n or n − 1 do not optimally achieve other cryptographic

properties such as nonlinearity or resiliency.

Balancedness Cryptographic boolean functions must be balanced, that is, their outputs

must be uniformly distributed over F2. This properties allows one to avoid statistical de-

pendence between the input and the output, that can be used in some types of cryptanalytic

attacks.

Resiliency There is an additional condition to balancedness with special importance in the

case of the design of stream ciphers: The m-resiliency. An n -variable boolean function f is

said to be m-resilient if it is a balanced function when we keep constant 0< m ≤ n variables.

If a boolean function is not m-resilient then there exists a correlation between the output of

the function and (at most) m coordinates of its input (correlation attack). G.Z. Xiao and J.L.

Massey characterized the resiliency by means of the discrete Fourier transformation [see 15]:

Theorem 1. An n-variable boolean function f is m-resilient if and only if it is balanced and
f̂ (u) = 0 for all u ∈ Fn

2 such that 0< wH (u)≤ m.

The Nonlinearity Cryptographic boolean functions must lie at large Hamming distance to

all affine boolean functions. The nonlinearity of an n-variable boolean function f is defined

as

N L
�

f
�
= min

a∈Fn
2

�
dH
�

f , la
�	

; (11)

in this sense, a boolean function will be considered as highly nonlinear if its nonlinearity is

near 2n. It is shown that N L
�

f
�
≤ 2n−1 − 2n/2−1, and if the equality holds, f is called bent

function. Note that if n is odd the last inequality for N L
�

f
�

cannot be an equality and in

this case N L
�

f
�
≤ 2n−1 − 2

n−1

2 .

The Bent functions that are not balanced are not suitable for cryptographic purposes. As

a consequence it is necessary to study the n-variable boolean functions which have large but

not optimal nonlinearities, say between 2n−1 − 2
n−1

2 and 2n−1 − 2n/2−1, among which some

balanced functions exist.

The Propagation Criterion (PC) In order to assure well diffusion properties, boolean func-

tions must satisfy the Propagation Criterion. This criterion was introduced by B. Preneel et
al. [see 11] and it is based on the properties of the derivatives of boolean functions that gives

the behaviour of such functions when some variables of the input are complemented. The

n-variable boolean function f satisfies the propagation criterion PC with respect to B ⊂ Fn
2 if

for every b ∈ B the derivative function, Db f , is balanced. Moreover, the boolean function f
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satisfies PC (k) if it satisfies PC with respect to the set

W (k) =
¦

b ∈ Fn
2 − {0} such that wH (b)≤ k

©
. (12)

The Strict Avalanche Criterion (SAC) introduced by Webster and Tavares in [13] is the

particular case of PC for k = 1.

Non-existence of Nonzero Linear Structure Nonlinear n-variable boolean functions with

applications in Cryptography (specially in block ciphers) should have not nonzero linear struc-

tures [see 2].

5. Analysis of the cryptographic properties of CA

In what follows we will test the cryptographic properties of local transition functions of

two-dimensional cellular automata with Von Neumann neighborhoods, and the results ob-

tained will be analyzed.

As the number of two-dimensional cellular automata satisfying some cryptographic prop-

erties is too high (for example, as is mentioned below, the number of balanced rules is

12,870), it is impossible to be listed all their rule numbers in the paper. As a consequence, a

simple code in Mathematica to compute explicitly all this CA is included in the Appendix.

The Algebraic Degree In Table 1, the number of CA rules with the different algebraic de-

grees are shown: Table 1: Classi�ation of CAs aording to their algebrai degree.
Algebraic degree Number of CAs

0 2

1 30

2 2,016

3 30,720

4 32,768

As is mentioned above, affine CA are especially important; In our case, there are 32 affine

local transition functions: those given by the following rule numbers 0,1, . . . , 31.

Balancedness A 4-variable boolean function is balanced when the number of 1’s and 0’s of

its truth table is the same and equals to 8. A simple computation shows that there are 12,870

CAs whose local transition function is a balanced 4-variable boolean function. Morevoer, in

Table 2 the classification of balanced CAs according to its algebraic degree is shown:
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Algebraic degree Number of balanced CAs

0 0

1 30

2 840

3 12,000

4 0

The Nonlinearity For 4-variable boolean functions it is N L
�

f
�
≤ 23 − 2 = 6. In Table 3

the results obtained for balanced CAs whose algebraic degree is two or three are shown (there

are not balanced functions of degree 4 and the functions of algebraic degree 1 are affine).Table 3: Classi�ation of CAs aording to nonlinearity property.
N L Balanced CAs of algebraic degree 3 Balanced CAs of algebraic degree 2

6 0 0

5 0 0

4 10,080 840

3 0 0

2 1,920 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

Non-existence of Nonzero Linear Structure The non-linear CA without nonzero linear

structures are all those balanced CAs of algebraic degree 3 and non-linearity equals to 4; that

is, there are 10,080 CA rules with such properties. The remaining balanced CAs with nonzero

non-linearity have nonzero linear structures.

Resiliency Finally, it is easy to check that the last obtained CA are not m-resilient for

0≤ m≤ 4.

Propagation Criterion It is not necessary to check this criterion since there is not CA rule

passing the last one stated.

6. Discussion

Taking into account the results shown in the last section, it is easy to check that there

not exist two-dimensional cellular automata with Von Neumann neighborhoods satisfying the

following properties at the same time:
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• Algebraic degree of the local transition functions of the CA: 2.

• Balancedness.

• Non-existence of nonzero linear structures.

• Non-linearity of the local transition functions of ECA: between 0 and 6.

• Resiliency: local transition functions m-resilients, 0≤ m ≤ 4.

Consequently, it is shown that two-dimensional cellular automata cannot be used directly

in the design of S-boxes or as combining functions for LFSRs outputs. Nevertheless, it is also

true, that CA can be used in the design of other cryptographic protocols as is mentioned in the

Introduction, since other mathematical properties, such as statistical properties or reversibility

properties, are required for its used in such protocols. Note that this properties often depends

not on the local transition function but on the global transition function of the CA.
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Appendix: Mathematica code

In this Appendix the Mathematica code that allows one to obtain the results stated in the

paper is shown.

• Local transition function of a CA whose rule number is encoded in the variable r as a

string of bits:f[r_,var_℄:=Module[{x1,x2,x3,x4},x1=var[[1℄℄;x2=var[[2℄℄;x3=var[[3℄℄;x4=var[[4℄℄;BitXor[r[[1℄℄,BitAnd[r[[2℄℄,x1℄,BitAnd[r[[3℄℄,x2℄,BitAnd[r[[4℄℄,x3℄,BitAnd[r[[5℄℄,x4℄,BitAnd[r[[6℄℄,x1,x2℄,BitAnd[r[[7℄℄,x1,x3℄,BitAnd[r[[8℄℄,x1,x4℄,BitAnd[r[[9℄℄,x2,x3℄,BitAnd[r[[10℄℄,x2,x4℄,BitAnd[r[[11℄℄,x3,x4℄,BitAnd[r[[12℄℄,x1,x2,x3℄,BitAnd[r[[13℄℄,x1,x2,x4℄,BitAnd[r[[14℄℄,x1,x3,x4℄,



REFERENCES 774BitAnd[r[[15℄℄,x2,x3,x4℄,BitAnd[r[[16℄℄,x1,x2,x3,x4℄℄℄
• Computation of balanced CA. Their rule numbers are the elements of the variablebalaned.balaned ={};Do[ r=IntegerDigits[k,2,16℄;If[Count[Table[f[r,IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄℄,{i,0,2^4-1}℄,1℄==8,AppendTo[balaned,k℄℄,{k,0,2^16-1}℄
• Clasifying CA according to the algebraic degree. The rule CA with algebraic degree k

are saved in the variable ag[k℄.(* algebrai degree 4 *)ag[4℄={};Do[ aux=Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,15℄,1℄;AppendTo[ag[4℄,FromDigits[aux,2℄℄,{k,0,2^15-1}℄;(* algebrai degree 3 *)g={};Do[ aux1=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{1,0,0,0,0}℄℄,2℄;aux2=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{0,1,0,0,0}℄℄,2℄;aux3=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{0,0,1,0,0}℄℄,2℄;aux4=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{0,0,0,1,0}℄℄,2℄;aux5=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{1,1,0,0,0}℄℄,2℄;aux6=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{1,0,1,0,0}℄℄,2℄;aux7=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{1,0,0,1,0}℄℄,2℄;aux8=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{0,1,1,0,0}℄℄,2℄;



REFERENCES 775aux9=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{0,1,0,1,0}℄℄,2℄;aux10=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{0,0,1,1,0}℄℄,2℄;aux11=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{1,1,1,0,0}℄℄,2℄;aux12=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{1,1,0,1,0}℄℄,2℄;aux13=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{1,0,1,1,0}℄℄,2℄;aux14=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{0,1,1,1,0}℄℄,2℄;aux15=FromDigits[Flatten[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,11℄,{1,1,1,1,0}℄℄,2℄;Flatten[AppendTo[g,{aux1,aux2,aux3,aux4,aux5,aux6,aux7,aux8,aux9,aux10,aux11,aux12,aux13, aux14,aux15}℄℄,{k,0,2^11-1}℄;ag[3℄=Flatten[g℄;(* algebrai degree 1 *)ag[1℄={};Do[ aux16=FromDigits[Flatten[Reverse[Append[IntegerDigits[k,2,5℄,{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}℄℄℄,2℄;AppendTo[ag[1℄,aux16℄,{k,0,2^5-1}℄(* algebrai degree 2 *)total=Table[k,{k,0,2^16-1}℄;aux17=Union[ag[4℄,ag[3℄,ag[1℄,{0}℄;ag[2℄=Complement[total,aux17℄;
• Computation of the non-linearity. The balanced CA of algebraic degree 3 (resp. 2) with

non-linearity equals to k is saved in the variable NlBalGrad3[k℄ (resp. NlBalGrad2[k℄).(* Definition of the Hamming weight of a vetor *)wh[w_℄:=Count[w,1℄;(* Definition of Hamming weight of a boolean funtion *)wH[x_℄:=Count[Table[f[IntegerDigits[x,2,16℄,IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄℄,{i,0,2^4-1}℄,1℄;(* Definition of the Hamming distane *)



REFERENCES 776dH[x_, y_℄:=Module[{z},z=BitXor[x,y℄;wH[z℄℄;affin=ag[1℄;lass=Intersetion[balaned,ag[3℄℄;Do[ x=lass[[j℄℄;dis[x℄=Table[dH[x,affin[[i℄℄℄,{i,1,Length[affin℄}℄;nl[x℄=Min[dis[x℄℄,{j,1,Length[lass℄}℄;Do[NlBalGrad3[k℄={},{k,0,6}℄;Do[ x=lass[[j℄℄;Whih[nl[x℄==6,AppendTo[NlBalGrad3[6℄,x℄,nl[x℄==5,AppendTo[NlBalGrad3[5℄,x℄,nl[x℄==4,AppendTo[NlBalGrad3[4℄,x℄,nl[x℄==3,AppendTo[NlBalGrad3[3℄,x℄,nl[x℄==2,AppendTo[NlBalGrad3[2℄,x℄,nl[x℄==1,AppendTo[NlBalGrad3[1℄,x℄,nl[x℄==0,AppendTo[NlBalGrad3[0℄,x℄℄,{j,1,Length[lase℄}℄;lass=Intersetion[balaned,ag[2℄℄;Do[ x=lass[[j℄℄;dis[x℄= Table[dH[x,afines[[i℄℄℄,{i,1,Length[affin℄}℄;nl[x℄=Min[dis[x℄℄,{j,1,Length[lass℄}℄;Do[NlBalGrad2[k℄={},{k,0,6}℄;Do[ x=lass[[j℄℄;Whih[nl[x℄==6,AppendTo[NlBalGrad2[6℄,x℄,nl[x℄==5,AppendTo[NlBalGrad2[5℄,x℄,nl[x℄==4,AppendTo[NlBalGrad2[4℄,x℄,nl[x℄==3,AppendTo[NlBalGrad2[3℄,x℄,nl[x℄==2,AppendTo[NlBalGrad2[2℄,x℄,nl[x℄==1,AppendTo[NlBalGrad2[1℄,x℄,nl[x℄==0,AppendTo[NlBalGrad2[0℄,x℄℄,{j,1,Length[lass℄}℄;
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• Study of the non-existence of nonzero linear structures. The results are saved in the

variables Nl4BalGrad3LK, Nl2BalGrad2LK and Nl4BalGrad2LK.(* Definition of the derivative of a boolean funtion *)der[w,b,x℄:=BitXor[f[IntegerDigits[w,2,16℄,x℄,f[IntegerDigits[w,2,16℄,BitXor[b,x℄℄℄;lass=NlBalGrad3[4℄;Nl4BalGrad3LK={};Do[ w=lass[[l℄℄;LK[w℄={};Do[ If[ Or[Table[der[w,IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄,IntegerDigits[j,2,4℄℄,{j,0,2^4-1}℄=={0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0},Table[der[w,IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄,IntegerDigits[j,2,4℄℄,{j,0,2^4-1}℄=={1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}℄,AppendTo[LK[w℄,i℄℄,{i,0,2^4-1}℄;If[LK[w℄=={0},AppendTo[Nl4BalGrad3LK,w℄℄,{l,1,Length[lass℄}℄;lass=NlBalGrad3[2℄;Nl2BalGrad3LK ={};Do[ w =lass[[l℄℄;LK[w℄={};Do[ If[Or[Table[der[w,IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄,IntegerDigits[j,2,4℄℄,{j,0,2^4-1}℄=={0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0},Table[der[w,IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄,IntegerDigits[j,2,4℄℄,{j,0,2^4-1}℄=={1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}℄,AppendTo[LK[w℄,i℄℄,{i,0,2^4 -1}℄;If[LK[w℄=={0},AppendTo[Nl2BalGrad3LK,w℄℄,{l,1,Length[lass℄}℄;



REFERENCES 778lass=NlBalGrad2[4℄;Nl4BalGrad2LK={};Do[ w=lass[[l℄℄;LK[w℄= {};Do[ If[ Or[Table[der[w,IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄,IntegerDigits[j,2,4℄℄,{j,0,2^4-1}℄=={0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0},Table[der[w,IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄,IntegerDigits[j,2,4℄℄,{j,0,2^4-1}℄=={1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}℄,AppendTo[LK[w℄,i℄℄,{i,0,2^4-1}℄;If[LK[w℄=={0},AppendTo[Nl4BalGrad2LK,w℄℄,{l,1,Length[lass℄}℄;
• Study of the resiliency. The m-resilient CA rules are saved in the variable Resilients[m℄.(* Definition of Walsh Transform *)wt[w_,u_℄:=Sum[(-1)^(IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄.u)*f[IntegerDigits[w,2,16℄,IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄℄,{i, 0, 2^3 - 1}℄;Do[ vetorsHW[m℄={};Do[ If[wh[IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄℄<=m,AppendTo[vetorsHW[m℄,IntegerDigits[i,2,4℄℄℄,{i, 0,2^4-1}℄,{m,0,2^4}℄;Do[ aux=vetorsHW[m℄;lass=Nl4BalGrad3LK;Resilients[m℄={};Do[ w=lass[[j℄℄;If[Table[wt[w,aux[[i℄℄℄,{i,1,Length[aux℄}℄==Table[0,{i,1,Length[aux℄}℄,AppendTo[Resilients[m℄,w℄℄,{j,1,Length[lass℄}℄,{m,0,2^4}℄;


